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Figure 1: Tower and nave from the north-west
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Introduction
1. The Church of St. John the Evangelist, Blackburn was founded in 1788 and
closed as a church in 1975 (Figures 19 to 22), after which it was acquired
by Blackburn Council and used as offices for various civic and community
groups and known as the St. John’s Centre (Figures 23 and 24). Around
2015, it hosted a community arts centre known as The Bureau (Figure 25).
A brief history can be found here… http://bureaublackburn.co.uk/history-ofthe-building/ . The postal address is: St Johns Centre, Victoria St,
Blackburn BB1 6DW. It is grade II listed.
2. In 2019, the former church suffered a fire which completely removed the
roof, the interior of the nave and much of the small chancel area (Figure
26). The exterior walls remain standing to their full height, however, while
the tower was fortunately untouched by the fire. Consequently, from a
distance the exterior of the church appears intact. At the time of writing, the
church interior is being cleared out, see... https://theshuttle.org.uk/clearingwork-starting-at-fire-hit-church/
3. The writer is the former Conservation Officer for Blackburn-with-Darwen
Council and this report is a personal project. He is currently Conservation
Officer for Hyndburn Borough Council and Heritage Trust for the North
West.

Description
4. 'Large, urbane, assured' is how Nikolaus Pevsner aptly described St. John's
Church, which is a unique building in Lancashire. Pevsner gave it a large
entry, larger than any other church in Blackburn, apart from the Cathedral.
(Page 63, The Buildings of England 2 The Rural North, Nikolaus Pevsner,
1969 Penguin Books Harmondsworth Middlesex).
5. The design of St. John’s Church achieves simplicity and purity of form while
accommodating the functional and constructional realities of a large
building.
6. The three parts of the church, nave chancel and tower, are unified by a
single continuous eaves level cornice running around the building. Where it
reaches the tower the cornice defines the first stage. Where it runs across
the east wall of the chancel, there is an attractive pediment.

Nave
7. The nave comprises a large two-storey nave which appears square in plan
but is actually slightly wider than it is long. This is divided into three bays on
all four sides. Each bay is externally treated with a full height arched recess
containing a Venetian style lunette window at the top while the ground floor
has a pedimented tripartite window (Figures 2 and 3).
8. On the west, there are three pedimented entrance doors located in the
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arched recesses beneath the windows (Figures 5 and 6). The central
recess, located on the tower, has a Venetian triple window instead of a
lunette as does the chancel at the eastern end (Figures 1 and 8).

Chancel
9. A small projecting rusticated chancel occupies the middle bay of the
eastern elevation like the tower occupies that of the west (Figures 1 and 8).
The chancel and tower require a slightly greater width than that offered by
the bay and accommodating this is the reason why the nave is slightly wider
than it is long.
10. The chancel proportions are simple. It was rare at this time to have a
chancel on such a church and the provision of one at St. John's seems to
have been dictated by the need for architectural balance with the tower at
the opposite end. Internally, a large pulpit originally stood in the nave at the
entrance to the chancel (Figure 14).
11. A single storey vestry and a two storey organ chamber were subsequently
added either side of the chancel so that the original clarity of the east end is
somewhat lost. However, the additions match the classical styling perfectly
and seen together with the chancel have an attractive and picturesque
grouping which is possibly how the Victorian designers intended them to
appear.

Tower
12. The tower rises from a square plan in four stages. Each successive stage
gets smaller with ever more of the corners shaved off so that the final stage
is a perfect octagon (Figures 11 to 13) - a very rational example of the
Gibbsian formula.
13. Working from the top downwards, the tower is finished off with a lead
cupola topped by a weather vane styled as a weaver's shuttle, an original
feature with a rather modern appearance. The octagon top stage below this
has windows on its square sides presumably to illuminate the belfry stage
beneath - it is therefore almost a lantern.
14. The belfry stage has louvred round-arched openings on the same square
sides. Framing the chamfered corners there is a motif similar to that around
the main entrance doors - a pair of Doric columns supporting an
entablature. The same entablature but recessed continues around the top
of the stage. Below there is a string course connecting the imposts of the
arches. The stage is finished with a balustrade running around the top of
the entablature. This originally had urns fixed to its 8 corners. Combined,
this ornamentation creates a strong accent drawing the eye upwards
towards the top of the tower.
15. The stage below is the plainest of all and has just a slight chamfering.
Today, it looks just a little too plain as it is missing the clock faces it once
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had. These were set in the middle of the stage and the plain masonry was
obviously intended to frame and set them off.
16. Finally, there is the ground floor stage which is rusticated and articulated by
niches on the sides and a tripartite Venetian window over the west
entrance. The writer suspects that the tower door is not original but later
addition since its segmental pediment and cushion frieze are not seen
elsewhere on the building. Nb. by way of comparison, there was no tower
door on St. Peter’s Church, Manchester (see discussion below). Also, the
staircases in the tower turned to face inwards towards the nave, implying no
external door at this point; see the 1848 OS 60 inch map below.
17. One can see how each stage of the tower had a unique feature and that
together they formed a coherent and sophisticated composition. The lowest
stage had a niches and a Venetian window, next came the clock faces, then
the louvred openings and columns and, finally, the windows of the top stage
which are completed by the cupola and weathervane (Figures 11 and 12).

Photographs

Figure 2: Nave from the north-west
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Figure 3: Nave from the south-west

Figure 4: The chancel, organ chamber and nave from the north-east
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Figure 5: North nave entrance from the west
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Figure 6: South nave entrance from the west
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Figure 7: A typical bay, this one is adjacent the chancel on the north
side
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Figure 8: The chancel with pediment from the east
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Figure 9: The chancel vestry to the left and organ chamber to the right.

Figure 10: The vestry, which was built in two phases from the south-east
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Figure 11: The tower and entrance from the west
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Figure 12: The tower from the south
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Figure 13: Tower top stages
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Figure 14: 1848 OS 60 inch map (source Blackburn Library Local Studies)

Design and Construction
18. St. John's Church was erected 1788-9 at a cost of £8,000 and consecrated
31st July 1788. It is clearly a top quality architectural design – the church
has considerable presence in the urban landscape and possesses a rare
dignity and clarity of vision. St. John's is quite unlike the contemporary
churches of North Lancashire which were all designed by surveyors and
built in the vernacular tradition.
19. The reddish stone of the church is different to the usual yellowish coal
measures sandstone so it may not be of local origin. It appears similar to
the red Triassic sandstones of the Cheshire area.
20. Only an architect with great ability and extensive architectural training could
have designed St. John's. Unfortunately, the person is unknown. This is
possibly because the principal benefactor, the fabulously wealthy textile
entrepreneur, Henry Sudell, went bankrupt in the early nineteenth century.
All his Lancashire possessions were lost and he moved south to a relatively
modest mansion. It is recorded that his papers were taken and placed in a
mill and subsequently lost. Perhaps, this explains why the identity of the
designer was also lost.
21. The unusual stripped down classicism, use of Palladian lunette windows
and other details closely match the style of the architect James Wyatt.
Consequently, as there are also strong circumstantial connections and few,
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if any, alternative candidates, the design can be confidently attributed to
him.

Subsequent Changes
22. Over its almost 200 year history as a place of worship, there was a series of
incremental changes to the church and it's interior. These are recorded in
various Church publications preserved in Blackburn Local Studies Library
and summarised in Clare Hartwell’s description of the building in her much
enlarged version of the Pevsner volume (page 113, The Buildings of
England Lancashire: North, Claire Hartwell and Nikolaus Pevsner, 2009,
Yale University Press). Such alterations were sensitively made in the
classical style but their combined effect was to change what was probably a
plain and elegant Georgian interior into a more elaborate Victorian and
Edwardian one, though photographs show that a general restraint was
maintained.
23. The tragic fire therefore destroyed a wholly Victorian/Edwardian interior,
including a Victorian replacement roof, all of which had been put into place
by incremental responsive changes. The largely lost interior was,
consequently, not the principal contribution to the significance of the
building so that its loss, while a disaster, is not as great as might first have
seemed. A sensitive repair and conservation scheme could restore an
appropriate interior.
24. The Victorians had a different view of architecture and from the
contemporary comments made about the church, it is clear that the design
was seen as elegant but unorthodox and perhaps not that well constructed typical post Plugin responses.
25. The character of the original church interior is best interpreted from the
1848 OS 60 inch map which details the original internal layout. The survey
date of the map was 1847, just prior to a reorder which enlarged the
balconies and a subsequent one which replaced the pews, followed by
various changes to the eastern end of the building and the roof.
26. As the stairs to the balconies are in the tower, the balconies must post date
1802. It is reasonably likely that a balcony at the back of the nave was first
constructed followed by the two side balconies. The steadily increasing
capacity of the church would have mirrored the growing population of
Blackburn.
27. The exterior, on the other hand, hardly changed except for the eastern
additions of a small single-storey vestry (subsequently enlarged) and a two
storey organ chamber. The ground floor tripartite windows beneath the
lunettes were possibly added when the balconies were inserted.
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Figure 15: St. Peter's Church, Manchester. Nb. Images sourced from the web
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Figure 16: Woodfold Hall 1 (Source: Blackburn Library Local Studies)

Figure 17: Woodfold Hall 2 (Source: Blackburn Library Local Studies)
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James Wyatt - Circumstantial Evidence
28. The architect of St. John's Church is unknown. However, circumstantial and
stylistic evidence leads to the conclusion that it was designed by the
nationally important Georgian architect, James Wyatt.
29. Wyatt was England's principal architect of the late 1700s. He designed a
great number of buildings and many remain unattributed. During the 1789s,
he built the very large house, Heaton Hall, Manchester (listed Grade I). This
was largely finished by 1789 and his St. Peter's Church, Manchester
designed in 1788, naturally followed chronologically (Figure 15). The
foundation stone was laid in December 1788 and the church was
consecrated in September 1794. As a consequence, Wyatt would have
been on hand to design St. John’s Church in 1787-9 in nearby Blackburn,
just as Heaton Hall was being completed and while St. Peter's Church was
being designed.
30. Sadly, St. Peter's Church was demolished in Edwardian times so that St.
John's, if attributed to Wyatt, would be one of only two surviving classical
churches designed by him. The other is St. Mary's Church, Dodington,
Gloucestershire (grade I listed). According to John Martyn Robinson (John
Martin Robinson, James Wyatt: Architect to George III, New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 2012), the first plans for St. Mary's were
1797. The shell was built 1800-05 and the decoration finished 1807-10. The
reason for there being so few Wyatt classical churches is because he
moved onto the Gothic style for his churches after 1800.
31. In 1796, Wyatt also designed Woodfold Hall, Mellor (listed Grade II),
another large mansion near Blackburn (Figures 16 and 17). This was for
Henry Sudell who was the leading textile entrepreneur of the town and the
principal promoter and benefactor of St. John's Church for which he paid
over half the cost.
32. There is a plausible chronological phasing for all these Lancashire
buildings. Wyatt designed Heaton Hall through the mid-1780s, followed by
St. John’s Church between 1787 and 1789. This overlapped with St. Peter's
Church of 1788-94 after which he moved onto Woodfold Hall, which was
completed in 1798 (therefore being designed and constructed in the years
preceding this). The tower of St. John’s was added shortly afterwards in
1802, again largely paid for by Suddell and, like the church, most likely
designed by Wyatt. Finally, St. Mary's Church, Dodington, Gloucestershire
would have overlapped with Woodfold Hall and the tower.
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Woodfold Hall and Park
33. According to John Martyn Robinson, during the late 1770s and 1780s Wyatt
was developing…
“a novel type of house: large, compact, clear-cut and rectangular,
severe to the point of plainness, sometimes astylar but where the order
was expressed, with the columns used logicality and preferably
standing on the ground, not a piano nobile… reliant on the dignity of
scale and perfection of proportion rather than any overtly architectural
demonstration.” (John Martyn Robinson, James Wyatt - Architect to
George III page 96).
34. John Martyn Robinson quotes Aston Hall, Shropshire, 1789, and Bowden
House, Wiltshire, 1796, as examples. Woodfold Hall matches the type
perfectly with a compact plan, columns from the ground, a plain expression
and specific architectonic devices favoured by Wyatt, such as a large
recessed panel with a segmental arch containing a window or door, in this
case located on the sides of the house and containing tripartite windows
(Figures 16 and 17).
35. Nikolaus Pevsner in 1969 and the statutory listing both attribute the house
to Wyatt. The revised North Lancashire volume, edited by Clare Hartwell,
raises the possibility of another name, "Usually attributed to James Wyatt,
but perhaps by Charles McNiven of Manchester, his only known major
work". She immediately qualifies this, however, with the question, "Can he
really have produced such an accomplished and memorable design?" Her
implication is negative and she also points out that the interior was
"arranged around a top-lit stair hall as at Wyatt's Heaton Hall". (The
Buildings of England Lancashire:North, Claire Hartwell and Nikolaus
Pevsner, 2009, Yale University Press).
36. Clare Hartwell’s reference to McNiven probably comes from the Historic
England text for the Registered Park, Woodfold Park which states…
“Towards the end of the C18 Henry Sudell, a cotton manufacturer and
financier of Blackburn, purchased several estates in the area, including
Woodfold Park. This he imparked and, in 1798, called on Charles
McNiven, an architect from Manchester, to build a new house.”
37. Unfortunately, the source is not referenced but, assuming that it is accurate,
it is most likely that McNiven was the project architect who built Wyatt's
design… a not uncommon arrangement. At this time Wyatt was designing
too many buildings to have supervised them all himself. Otherwise, one
would need to explain how McNiven, who is almost unknown, was able to
design in such a masterly way in the style of Wyatt. Like this writer, Hartwell
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wonders whether the designer of St. John’s was also the designer of
Woodfold Hall, except that the name Charles McNiven muddies the waters
with regard to the role of James Wyatt.

James Wyatt - Stylistic Evidence
38. It is clear, therefore, that James Wyatt could have designed St. John’s
Church. He also most likely designed Suddell’s house, Woodfold Hall, as
well as St. Peter’s Church and Heaton Hall, 25 miles to the south. This
section provides confirmatory evidence which shows that the design and
stylisms used on St. John’s Church match those found on the other
classical churches and buildings by Wyatt.
39. What are immediately striking are the lunette windows set high up on the
first floor St. John’s Church (Figures 2 and 3). These are distinctive and
unusual features. The only other example found, other than by James
Wyatt, are those on George Dance the Younger’s All Hallow’s Church,
London Wall of 1867.
40. All Hallow’s Church has similarities with St. John’s but as Dance the
Younger (who was Surveyor to the Corporation of London) appears not to
have built anything north of the East Midlands, he would be an unlikely
candidate for the designer of St. John’s. John Martyn Robinson mentions
that Dance and Wyatt were friends (John Martyn Robinson, James Wyatt Architect to George III page 189). Consequently, Wyatt may have borrowed
the idea from Dance’s earlier church .
41. Whichever way the lunettes came about, John Martyn Robinson shows they
were a Palladian motif found on Venetian churches. Wyatt used them on his
first church, Kentish Town Chapel, his second, St. Peter’s Church
Manchester and, his third, St. Mary, Dodington. The fact that they are found
on St. John’s Church (Figures 3, 5 and 7) is therefore strong evidence of
James Wyatt’s authorship of the design. It is also worth mentioning that the
lunettes are set in the top of an arched recess which rises from the base of
the building, something also found at St Peter’s Church (Figure 15) and
Kentish Town Chapel.
42. The motif of a window within an arched recess was a popular one with
Wyatt and can be seen in several house designs where the arched panel
often contains a tripartite window of one form or another sitting within the
recess (Figure 17). The tower at the west of St. John’s and the chancel to
the east both have this same Venetian window motif (Figures 8 and 11). It
was an elegant way to draw the eye to the feature.
43. It is also worth mentioning that there is a tripartite window within the arched
recesses of St. John’s on the ground floor below the lunettes (Figures 3 and
7). Whether or not this was an original feature or one added when the tower
and balconies were installed is not absolutely clear. Wyatt could have done
either, however.
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44. Finally, close to St. John’s is a long symmetrical two storey terrace called
Richmond Terrace with projecting and recessed bays organised as
3:5:5:5:3. The doors, framed by Ionic columns, are set in similar arched
recesses raising the question of whether this row is also by James Wyatt.
45. At St. Mary, Dodington, the lunettes sit high and are not in arches but there
are nevertheless round headed windows in arched recesses below them,
indicating another variation on a theme common to Wyatt.
46. There are more common features. For example, Wyatt often used a
distinctive round headed and round profiled niche, for example on the front
of Kentish Town Chapel, on Bowden House, Wiltshire and Bryanston,
Dorset. The niche is left empty in an area of often rusticated masonry and
acts as a small eye catcher. These niches are also found on the sides of
the rusticated bottom stage of St. John’s tower (Figure 12).
47. Another example is the flat unobtrusive Doric pilaster which articulates the
corners of the western end of the nave, framing arched recesses with
lunettes above pedimented entrances and with the tower in the middle. The
pilasters are very subtly done and not immediately noticeable but, once
noticed become essential to the design. St. Peter’s Church, Manchester
had almost identical pilasters, though more of them for a more involved
design. John Martyn Robinson points out that the more monumental Doric
was Wyatt’s preferred order (page 189).
48. It is worth noting that St. Peter’s Church was a more expensive, centrally
planned and double-ended portico design set in the middle of a square. It’s
tower was built later by Francis Goodwin in 1824. Wyatt had built the first
stage only and had planned initially a low square tower with a shallow
dome, like that in his unexecuted design for Downing College, Cambridge.
However, he replaced it with a slim octagonal spire as the ‘parish wanted a
steeple’ (John Martyn Robinson, page 191). Both of these designs, as well
as the Kentish Town Chapel use the same forms and motifs as found on
the St. John’s tower.
49. The tower of St. John's is especially fine in its logical staging and purity of
expression. There are slight echoes in the tower third stage of the tower to
Radcliffe Observatory, an early work of 1774, although the orders and
detailing are different. However, there is a stronger reference to the larger
tower of the unexecuted Downing College, Cambridge design. This was in
1800, i.e. around the same time as the St. John’s tower, as illustrated on
page 215 of ‘James Wyatt - Architect to George III’. Like St. John’s, this
tower has an octagonal upper stage with rectangular windows and is
topped with a dome. The stage below has a balustrade and urns at the
corners also like St. John’s (as does the ‘steeple’ design for St. Peter’s
Church).
50. In addition to the above tell-tale motifs, the unusual character and form of
St. John’s Church betrays Wyatt’s hand. The simple cubic form expresses
the same ideas of compact restraint found in his mansions such as
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Woodfold Hall but translated into the purer geometric form of church design.
Likewise, the way a single entablature runs around the top of St. John’s,
unifying the design into a single form, is like those on Wyatt’s three other
church designs and his houses.
51. Finally, St. John’s Church sits perfectly into the logical development of
Wyatt’s churches. The Kentish Town Chapel was his first design, a simple
building but one which was simple, elegant and plain in the best sense of
the word. The next design, St. John’s, Blackburn is pared back and
particularly striking in its geometric purity. St. Peter’s Church, Manchester
which follows is yet more ambitious and original while the final church, St.
Mary’s Dodington has some of the cubic qualities of St. John’s but is
developed into a spatially complex symmetrical design. One can also see
that the top stages of the towers of Kentish Town Chapel, St. John’s
Blackburn, St. Peter’s Church, Manchester and Downing College,
Cambridge were a reworking the same motifs in different combinations.

Figure 18: Richmond Terrace looking eastwards to St. John's Church (Google)

Conclusion
52. It can be seen from the above evidence that there is a very strong case for
St. John’s being a James Wyatt design. When one tries to find alternative
architects who could have designed the church, for example John Carr who
practised in the Lancashire and Yorkshire areas at the same time, one does
find some similarities, for example the tower of Horbury Church of c.1790.
However, the overall styling and architectural intent of Carr is very different.
The design of St. John’s calls James Wyatt every time.
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Historical Photographs of St John’s Church
Nb. Images sourced from the web unless otherwise stated

St. John's when it was a Church

Figure 19: Historical photograph showing the tower urns
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Figure 20: Historical photograph showing the urns and
Victorian roof

Figure 21: Interior c.1910 postcard
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Figure 22: The chancel c. 1970 (Source: Blackburn Library Local Studies)
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St. John’s Centre
(Photographs: Blackburn-with-Darwen Council, publicly available)

Figure 23: The St. John's Centre following restoration by the Council 1
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Figure 24: The St. John's Centre following restoration by the Council 2
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Figure 25: The interior as The Bureau c. 2015

Figure 26: The Aftermath of the fire
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Map and Aerial Photograph
St Johns Centre, Victoria St, Blackburn BB1 6DW
Source: OpenStreetmap
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2021 Update on Church Restoration
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